TheCORESolution

Connecting hearts with homes
during life’s biggest transitions.

REAL ESTATE INC.

WE KNOW LIFE CAN BE OVERWHLEMING.
In fact, it can be messy, unpredictable, complicated and chaotic. You know what I
mean... your family is growing one baby at a time, job transfer, death in the family,
new relationship, separation or divorce, and so on.
The point is, transition of ANY kind is stressful, and especially when it involves
moving...on top of everything else you need to get done.

The CORE Solution
The right REALTOR® will simplify the process, identify your fears
and take the pressure off so you can carry on with life in your time
of transition.
My clients are all undergoing just that… a transition that is weighing
them down and the last thing they want to worry about is selling
their home.
I understand you need to get a certain amount of money.
I also understand that like most of us, you are on a timeline.
You also have limited time to prep your home.
You are scared by all this “Buyer’s Market” talk and the high
interest rates you keep hearing about.
That’s exactly why we created The CORE Solution, a method
designed to “take the edge off” in your chaotic lives with help
from a professional who has not only been there themself but has
successfully guided many others in their time of transition!
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STEP ONE:

CONNECT WITH US
STEP TWO:

ORDER IN THE CHAOS
STEP THREE:

RELINQUISH THE STRESS
STEP FOUR:

ENTER A NEW CHAPTER
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The CORE Solution
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STEP ONE:

CONNECT WITH US

Your happiness and well-being is the most important thing to me. To better
understand what’s happening in your life, I’ll learn about how your situation is
affecting your life.
THAT WAY, I CAN THEN IDENTIFY WHAT YOUR MAJOR CONCERNS ARE
AND DETERMINE WHAT WILL HELP TO ALLEVIATE THEM.
I know that in times of transition, you can be swayed to make decisions
emotionally. I want to help you make the best decisions for the right reasons.
Decisions you will not regret once the dust has settled, so to speak.
CONNECTING IS ESSENTIAL TO GET TO KNOW YOU AND WHERE YOU
WANT TO BE ONCE THE PROCESS IS OVER.
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STEP TWO:

ORDER IN THE CHAOS

IN THIS STEP, MY TEAM AND I WILL GET YOUR HOME IN ORDER.
We will go over a detailed list of suggestions to add value to your home and
make it easier for people to envision themselves in your space.
And because you have already got a million other things to take care of, we
have a list of recommended vendors we use. We can even take care of
making the calls for the repairmen, staging, cleaning, etc. so that you don’t
have to do all the work yourself.
MY GOAL IS TO MAKE SURE THERE IS MINIMAL DISRUPTION ADDED TO
YOUR LIFE DURING THIS TIME.
This is also where we’ll present our CUSTOMIZED MARKETING PLAN to you.
Each home is different, and so we want to highlight those features through
high quality photography and marketing. Each listing is promoted on my social
media platforms and often shared by our team members. We also consider
other forms of advertising through video, the newspaper and digital billboard
advertising.
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STEP THREE:

RELINQUISH THE STRESS

With photos taken, a listing signed, and the home prepared, we are now
officially ready to put your home on the market. From this moment on, I take
over everything, from booking showings to managing negotiations.
Now it is time to start looking for your new home. In step 1, we gathered your
needs and wants. I will find the houses that fit your “wishlist” and arrange for
you to view these properties with myself or a member of my team.
I PROMISE TO HELP KEEP YOU FOCUSED ON WHAT YOU HAVE TOLD ME.
I WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY IN YOUR NEW HOME FOR A LONG TIME TO
COME!
Since this can be a stressful time for you I will make sure we stay connected
so you never feel left in the dark.
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STEP FOUR:

ENTER A NEW CHAPTER

YOU’RE PROPERTY IS SOLD AND YOU HAVE FOUND YOUR NEW HOME!
CONGRATULATIONS!
Do not worry, I’m still here. This is my favourite part. I will help guide you
through the final steps, from the lawyer to possession day.
TOGETHER, WE WILL GET YOU MOVED.
You’ll be settled in your new place. There may still be a lot of transition
happening, but this one major piece can now be checked off.
And remember, at this point, I’m just a phone call away. We have formed a
meaningful relationship and should any questions or concerns arise, I will
continue to be your resource for any real estate needs.
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By following

The CORE Solution,
We find your solution.

YOU WILL GET THROUGH THIS FEELING CONFIDENT AND
ABLE TO FOCUS ON THE IMPORTANT THINGS HAPPENING
ALL AROUND YOU.
The extra expenses and work are no longer looming over your
head. You can see your savings account start to rise again.
The pressure is off. You feel prepared should you ever be in
a position like this again. Which is a relief, because you do not
want to feel that way ever again!
You will feel like this move was the right decision and has
afforded you and your family an opportunity at a better life with
a hopeful future.

If you want to experience all this and are ready to take
the next step, Book a 15 minute strategy call to:
• Discuss your situation, goals, and timelines
• Answer any questions you may have about my system
• Learn more to see if we’re a good fit for each other

Text “Book a Call”
306.621.9074
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DON’T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT,

HERE’S WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING:
“Shelby has to be one of the greatest realtors I have ever met!
She is down to earth and an absolute pleasure to work with. She
is always prepared and on the ball: making sure your needs come
first... I would use her again and recommend her to anyone.”
Brandon
“Shelby was very hard working
and caring when working with
us on the sale of our property.
Right from the moment that we
listed with her until the close of
the sale she went above and
beyond in every way. Her honesty
and dedication made us very
happy that we chose her and we
will definitely recommend her to
others.”
Linda & Cimos

“Moving from Brandon we knew nothing about Yorkton... Shelby
provided us answers to any questions we asked and helped us
find out perfect home. She made it extremely easy on us and
made the entire process enjoyable.
She not only helped us with our house but helped us to better
understand Yorkton and the surrounding area. We really
appreciate how good she was to us and will definitely continue to
work with her moving forward. She will be our #1 recommendation
to anyone looking to buy or sell a house in Yorkton!”
Chad & Kathryn
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Shelby Orosz is a real estate agent of 10
years. She was born and raised in Yorkton,
SK. She is a Seller and Buyer Accredited
Representative and strongly believes in
continued education and staying informed
with the Real Estate Community.
She spent 6 years as a Director for Region
1 with the Association of Saskatchewan
Realtors. Locally, she has spent the last
5 years as a committee member with
Snowarama Easter Seals and looks forward to
many more. She believes that giving back is
the biggest reward!
Shelby loves to teach, create and tell stories
through dance and is a Certified Acrobatique
AcroDance Instructor and certified A.D.A.P.T
Dance Teacher. In her free time she’s
passionate about organizing, decorating,
cleaning and spending time with her dog Max
and hubby “Drew-boy”.

Want to get your real estate questions answered,
exclusive market updates, and learn more about
The CORE Solution?
Join me on Facebook.

CLICK HERE
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